Privacystatement

B&B de Bondheerd, located at Bondweg 4 in Tynaarlo, is responsible for the processing of
personal data as shown in this privacy statement.
Contact details:
https://www.bondheerd.nl
Bondweg 4 Tynaarlo
+31640739815
K. Datema is the Data Protection Officer of B&B de Bondheerd. He can be reached via
boekingen@bondheerd.nl
Personal data that we process
B&B de Bondheerd processes your personal data because you use our services and / or
because you provide this data to us yourself. Below you will find an overview of the personal
data that we process:
- First and last name
- Address data
- Telephone number
- E-mail address
Special and / or sensitive personal data that we process
Our website and / or service does not intend to collect data about website visitors under the
age of 16. Unless they have permission from parents or guardian. However, we cannot
check whether a visitor is older than 16. We therefore advise parents to be involved in the
online activities of their children, in order to prevent data about children being collected
without parental consent. If you are convinced that we have collected personal information
about a minor without that permission, please contact us at boekingen@bondheerd.nl and
we will remove this information.
For what purpose and on what basis we process personal data
B&B de Bondheerd processes your personal data for the following purposes:
- Being able to call or e-mail you if this is necessary to be able to perform our services
- B&B de Bondheerd also processes personal data if we are legally obliged to do so, such as
data that we need for our tax return and the night register for the municipality of Tynaarlo.
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Automated decision making
B&B de Bondheerd does not take decisions based on automated processing on matters that
may have (significant) consequences for people. These are decisions that are made by
computer programs or systems, without any human being (such as an employee of B&B de
Bondheerd) among them.
B&B de Bondheerd uses the following computer programs or systems:
Microsoft Excel for keeping track of bookings

How long we keep personal data
B&B de Bondheerd does not store your personal data for longer than is strictly necessary to
realize the purposes for which your data are collected. We use the following retention
periods for the following (categories) of personal data:
Personal data> Retention period 1 year> Reason: (municipal) taxes

Sharing of personal data with third parties
B&B de Bondheerd only provides to third parties and only if this is necessary for the
implementation of our agreement with you or to comply with a legal obligation.
Cookies, or similar techniques, that we use
B&B de Bondheerd does not use cookies or similar technologies.
You have the right to view, correct or delete your personal data. You also have the right to
withdraw your consent for data processing or to object to the processing of your personal
data by B&B de Bondheerd and you have the right to data transferability. This means that
you can submit a request to us to send the personal data that we hold about you in a
computer file to you or another organization mentioned by you.
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